Senior / Principal Consultant - Process Engineer
North West/Flexible

£-Attractive

I am working with a leading waste/environmental consultancy who has an exciting opportunity
available for a Senior/Principal Process Engineer to join their team based in the North West. This
Environmental team provide a wide range of consulting and engineering services to both the
municipal and industrial markets covering all aspects of solid waste management and treatment.
Their Process Engineering Team is looking to expand, increasing its skill base in the provision of
waste and associated environmental management process design. In this position you will be
undertaking the role of Subject Matter Expert (Waste Treatment) leading in provision of specialist
technical direction and guidance and managing all aspects of process design/engineering
packages. In order to be considered you must have; Extensive knowledge and experience in the
treatment of municipal solid waste i.e. storage, recycling and treatment technologies especially
energy recovery and conversion of waste to fuel; knowledge of the industrial sector is beneficial;
Knowledge and experience of Thermal Treatment, Anaerobic digestion and Composting
technologies and subsequent Environmental compliance systems; Experience in the development
of technical solutions from concept selection, through design development, installation and
commissioning; Familiarity in carrying out site investigation, problem identification and solution
development; The ability to work and lead multi-disciplinary engineering teams, including
managing the input of more junior process engineers; Effective input into business development
and drafting of proposals; The ability to liaise directly with clients’ personnel; Flexibility in being
able to operate in other technical sectors is encouraged within the business, such as renewables,
water and wastewater treatment; Qualified to degree level (or equivalent) minimum in process
engineering (Chemical, Mechanical or Chemistry), with membership of an appropriate
professional institution; Able to demonstrate excellent technical skills and have significant
experience with a demonstrable track record in waste treatment works design and, possibly
operations; Able to work effectively within multidisciplinary design teams and demonstrate
effective leadership of process design, managing junior engineers and coordinating input from
other disciplines; Business case preparation and delivery; Experienced in building and maintaining
strong customer relationships and effectively contributing to proposal writing and business
development initiatives; Capable of multidisciplinary submissions reviews and/or validation;
Experience in one of, or several of, EfW, MBT, AD, IVC, MRF, OWC. This is an excellent opportunity
to really make your mark within a fast expanding division.

For full details, please email a copy of your CV to
Rebecca@candovergreen.com quoting job ref: RB2562
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